Using a new data set on corporate bonds placed in international markets by advanced and emerging market borrowers, this paper demonstrates that the impact of debt market illiquidity on corporate bond spreads is exacerbated with a higher proportion of short-term debt. This effect is stronger in speculative-grade bonds and is smaller in the banking sector as banks may have the support of a lender of last resort in times of debt market illiquidity. The paper's major finding is consistent with the predictions of structural credit risk models that argue that a higher proportion of short-term debt increases the firm's exposure to debt market illiquidity through a 'rollover risk' channel.
Introduction
The financial crisis of 2007 to 2009 hit international debt markets hard and produced a significant widening of corporate bond spreads. According to the literature on the determinants of corporate bond spreads, the main factors that may have affected these spreads during the crisis are default and liquidity risks. However, the financial crisis also highlighted the importance of rollover risk as a significant factor for consideration in the pricing of corporate bonds. Although there is a rich body of literature examining the influence of default risk and market illiquidity on corporate bond spreads (e.g., Merton, 1974; Collin-Dufresne et al., 2001; Campbell and Taksler, 2003; Chen, Lesmond, and Wei, 2007; Covitz and Downing, 2007; Bao, Pan, and Wang, 2010) , research on the role of rollover risk in corporate debt markets is still in its infancy.
During episodes of market illiquidity, rollover risk appears to be particularly relevant. Firms with high levels of short-term debt to total debt and without access to new capital at a reasonable cost may incur substantial rollover losses that increase their probabilities of default. Using a new data set on corporate bonds placed on international markets for the period January 2004 to June 2009, this paper shows that the impact of debt market illiquidity on corporate bond spreads is exacerbated with higher levels of short-term debt over total debt. This result is significant, even after controlling for all known determinants of corporate bond spreads and the potential heterogeneous effects of debt market illiquidity (e.g., flight-to-quality and too-big-to-fail) and is robust to alternative measures of debt market illiquidity, to including bond-and time-fixed effects, and to potential endogeneity bias.
1 In addition, the main finding in this paper is consistent with the predictions of first-passage structural credit risk models, such as the one introduced by He and Xiong (2012) , in which the impact of debt market illiquidity affects corporate bond spreads through a 'rollover risk' channel.
Rollover risk is priced in both investment-grade and speculative-grade bonds, but its impact on spreads is higher for speculative corporate bonds. For investment-grade bonds, during the episode of high debt market illiquidity at the end of 2008, rollover risk predicts a difference of approximately 85 basis points between the spread of bonds issued by firms with short-term debt to total debt ratios at the 75 th and 25 th percentiles. For speculative-grade bonds, this magnitude is approximately 230 basis points. During the same episode of market illiquidity, the average spreads of investment-grade and speculative-grade corporate bonds were approximately 475 basis points and 1,290 basis points, respectively. Therefore, the magnitudes associated with rollover risk during periods of market illiquidity are economically significant. The results also indicate that banks are more resilient to the 1 According to Gopalan, Song and Yerramilli (2010) , firms that have a higher proportion of short-term debt over total debt tend to be less risky and less likely to experience deteriorations in their credit quality. Therefore, estimations that do not correct for the endogeneity of rollover may potentially underestimate the true impact of rollover on the deterioration in credit quality.
marginal effect of debt market illiquidity through a rollover risk channel, which is consistent with the possibility that banks may have the support of a lender of last resort during episodes of market illiquidity.
As a consequence of the financial crisis of 2007 to 2009, recent empirical studies have highlighted firms' maturity debt structures as an important component of corporate bond spreads.
Golapan, Song and Yerramilli (2010) show that long-term bonds issued by firms with a higher proportion of debt maturing within the year trade at higher spreads and are more likely to experience multi-notch rating downgrades. Hu (2010) argues that firms with a proportion of expiring long-term debt higher than 0.2 experienced higher spreads during the second half of 2008.
Although the results presented in these studies are consistent with the argument that a higher proportion of short-term debt exposes firms to rollover risk, our understanding of the channels through which rollover risk affects corporate bond spreads remains limited.
This paper contributes to the literature on the determinants of corporate bond spreads in several dimensions. First, it contributes to the empirical literature by exploring an important channel through which debt market illiquidity affects corporate bond spreads, i.e., the rollover risk channel.
Ignoring this channel when considering the impact of debt market illiquidity on corporate bond spreads and adhering to standard models on the pricing of corporate bonds may be undesirable in times of market illiquidity, as this approach may bias the results. Second, in contrast to the commonly held position, the results in this paper empirically demonstrate that liquidity and default risks are not independent determinants of corporate bond spreads. In fact, the results of this study suggest an interaction between liquidity and default premiums whereby the debt market illiquidity increases the firm's probability of default through increased rollover losses. Finally, by showing that banks are less affected by the marginal effect of debt market illiquidity through a rollover risk channel, this paper contributes to the current debate regarding the regulation of nonbank financial corporations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents the theoretical framework that supports the empirical tests conducted in this paper. Section 3 describes the characteristics of the data and sample. Section 4 presents the empirical results. Section 5 addresses potential endogeneity. Section 6 concludes the paper.
The theoretical framework
This section presents a theoretical discussion of the rollover risk channel through which debt market illiquidity influences corporate bond spreads. First-passage structural credit risk models frame the most important issues.
Extending Leland and Toft's structural credit risk model (1996) , which considers illiquid bond markets and firms that finance their capital with equity, short-term and long-term debt, He and Xiong (2012) show that market illiquidity increases corporate bond spreads and argue that this effect is exacerbated in firms with higher levels of short-term debt in relation to total debt. Under the assumption of a stationary debt structure, implying that when a bond matures firms replace it by issuing a new, identical bond, the impact of rollover risk on corporate bond spreads is demonstrated by the following mechanism: A negative shock in debt market liquidity increases the liquidity premium, driving the prices of firms' newly issued bonds down. If the market value of the newly issued bonds drops below its principal value, firms incur rollover losses. These losses are higher in firms with higher short-term debt to total debt ratios, as short-term debt is rolled over at a higher frequency. Rollover losses reduce the firm's equity value at a higher endogenous default boundary, thus increasing the probabilities of default and, in turn, increasing corporate bond spreads. In the model presented by He and Xiong (2012) , default occurs endogenously when the assets drop to a low boundary at which the equity value becomes zero.
Therefore, structural credit risk models generate predictions of the impact of market illiquidity on corporate bond spreads through a rollover risk channel.
Sample characteristics and data description
Using Bloomberg Professional, I constructed a new data set of investment-grade and speculative-grade corporate bonds placed in international markets by developed and emerging market borrowers. The period under study is from January 2004 to June 2009. The data set consists of month-end data and considers all fixed-rate bonds that are denominated in U.S. dollars and available to Bloomberg in June 2009, with the exception of bonds issued by firms located in the U.S.
or England. 2 The rationale behind excluding the economies in which the crisis incubated is to reduce potential endogeneity problems in the causal impact of debt market illiquidity on corporate bond spreads. Despite these exclusions, as I show here, the behavior of my spread data mimics the behavior of spread indexes widely used by investors quite well and that represent nearly the entire universe of corporate bonds denominated in U.S. dollars. The data set contains bonds issued by publicly traded firms in the financial and nonfinancial sectors. The distribution of issuers by sector in the final sample is as follows: industrial (53.9%), banking (17.1%), financial (9.0%), utility (8.6%), telephone (7.8%), oil and gas (2.4%), and transportation (1.2%).
It is important to emphasize that international debt denominated in US dollars have become an important financing source for firms (Allen, Qian, Carletti and Valenzuela, 2012) . Using data from 1991 to 2005, Gozzi et al. (2010) show that 35% of the capital raised through debt issues was raised in international markets. Moreover, international debt issues tend to be denominated in foreign currencies (Hausmann, and Panizza, 2010; Gozzi et al., 2012 correspond to speculative-grade bonds.
Corporate bond spreads
The dependent variable is the corporate option-adjusted spread (OAS) from Bloomberg. In short, it represents the spread over an issuer's spot rate curve (i.e., the theoretical yield on a zero-coupon U.S. Treasury security). It is derived by positing a distribution of millions of interest rate paths (using a one-factor, arbitrage-free binomial tree of normally distributed short rates) consistent with the current 'riskless' Treasury term structure. The bond's call schedule is then examined, and the interest rate paths are used to discount the cash flows from the corporate bonds necessary to arrive at their present values, while the cash flows depend on the level of interest rates. 4 The present values are averaged to obtain an expected value, which can be viewed as the theoretical price of the bond. The OAS is the constant spread over the underlying Treasury term structure across each path that makes the theoretical value of the bond equal to the market price of the bond. Fabozzi (2006) emphasized that when the OAS is measured over a U.S. Treasury security, as in this case, the OAS captures the credit spread, a liquidity premium, and any richness or cheapness of the bond after adjusting for the effects of any embedded options. The use of the OAS in this study is important, given that in general, corporate bonds contain embedded options, causing 57% of the bonds in my sample to contain contingent cash flows due to call or put features. However, note that the OAS methodology does not affect my results, as they are robust to splitting my sample between bonds without embedded options (in which the option value is zero) and bonds with embedded options.
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To explore whether my OAS data suffer from any selection bias, it is interesting to compare it with the OAS indexes. In Figure 2 , I plot the average OASs from my data beside the OAS indexes reported by Bank of America (BofA) Merrill Lynch. I plot each series for each credit rating category with their respective correlations. It is noteworthy that while there are some discrepancies between the two series, the indexes constructed from my data set adequately mimic the behavior of the BofA Merrill Lynch OAS indexes and, therefore, the universe of bonds given a set of characteristics such as credit rating, currency, amount issued and time to maturity. 6 For all the reported credit rating categories, the levels in both indexes are similar and their correlations are close to one, suggesting that my spread data are quite representative of the universe of corporate bonds denominated in U.S.
dollars and that the results presented here are unlikely to be driven by sample selection bias.
[Insert Figure 2 about here.] Table 1 summarizes the mean spread using the S&P credit rating and the number of years to maturity. The table shows that OASs increase as the quality of the credit rating decreases and that 5 Other studies using OASs are, for example, Becchetti et al. (2010) , Cavallo and Valenzuela (2010) , Huang and Kong (2003) , and Pedrosa and Roll (1998) . 6 The BofA Merrill Lynch OAS indexes correspond to weighted averages based on the outstanding amount of each bond. According to the data restrictions, the OAS weighted averages from my data are based on the issued amount. In addition, given that the U.S. Corporate BofA Merrill Lynch indexes by credit rating are only available for bonds issued in investment-grade countries of risk, in the construction of my indexes, I do not consider bonds issued in countries granted a lower than investment-grade credit rating. The index criteria used by BofA Merrill Lynch are available at http://www.mlindex.ml.com.
OASs are considerably higher in the period of financial distress including the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy.
[Insert Table 1 about here.]
Debt market illiquidity
In view of the financial crisis of 2007 to 2009 and its effects, this paper focuses on the systematic implications of debt market illiquidity and utilizes debt market illiquidity measures rather than bond-specific measures. Furthermore, it is generally known that there is a significant level of commonality in measures of bond illiquidity, indicating a significant systemic illiquidity component (Bao, Pan, and Wang, 2010; Chordia, Sarkar, and Subrahmanyam, 2005) .
The five measures of debt market illiquidity used in this paper are the Gamma measure, the Noise measure, the On/off-the-run U.S. Treasury spread, the Supranational AAA spread and the KfW spread. Due to space considerations, I present all my results using the Gamma measure, which is constructed using corporate bond prices, and only use the other measures for the purpose of robustness in my baseline estimations. The results in this paper are qualitatively similar regardless of the measure used. Appendix A describes the five measures of debt market illiquidity used in this paper. Appendix B shows the correlation matrix among those measures. 
Short-term debt
7 Although these measures are constructed using data from different debt markets and denominated in different currencies (e.g., the KfW spread is denominated in euros), based on the commonality of liquidity across markets, these measures are useful to test whether they can be used comprehensively as measures of market illiquidity in bond markets.
According to the theoretical framework introduced by He and Xiong (2012) , rollover losses increase with debt market illiquidity, and this effect is stronger for firms with higher short-term debt to total debt ratios. Therefore, the empirical model presented in the next section considers debt market illiquidity and its interaction with the short-term debt to total debt ratio as determinants of corporate bond spreads. The short-term debt to total debt ratio is constructed using accounting data from Bloomberg and is calculated as the ratio of short-term borrowings over total borrowings.
Other corporate bond spreads determinants
To control for all variables that could directly affect corporate bond spreads, all specifications consider a powerful set of variables. The choice of the control variables is based primarily on structural credit risk models and the empirical literature on the determinants of corporate bond spreads (see, e.g., Collin-Dufresne et al., 2001 and Campbell and Taksler, 2003) . The descriptions, units, frequency and sources of the variables are presented in Appendix C.
At the bond level, all the regressions include bond-fixed effects and control for time to maturity.
Bond-fixed effects control for the endogeneity arising from time-invariant bond/firm heterogeneity.
At the firm level, I control for Standard and Poor's (S&P) corporate credit rating in all specifications. 8 Because credit ratings mainly consider the long-term and structural components of default risk (Löffler, 2004) , I also consider the issuer's equity volatility and a standard set of accounting variables, as in Campbell and Taskler (2003) . The accounting variables considered are the 8 Although there is a well-known nonlinear relationship between credit ratings and spreads, the results are nearly identical when controlling for credit ratings or credit-rating dummies. There are two reasons for this. First, I split the sample between investment-grade and speculative-grade bonds, which captures some of this nonlinear relationship. Second, in all regressions, I control for the known determinants of credit risk and, thus, of credit ratings. For the purpose of parsimony, I report the results using the credit-rating variable rather than credit-rating dummies.
ratio operating income to sales, the ratio of short-term debt to total debt, the ratio of total debt to assets and firm size. 9 As balance sheet variables are reported quarterly, following Collin-Dufresne et al. (2001), I estimate monthly observations using linear interpolation.
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At the country level, I also include the S&P sovereign credit rating to control for a broad range of country-level factors correlated with sovereign risks, which may affect the credit risk of private firms. Finally, I consider the interaction between corporate credit rating and debt market liquidity to control for a potential 'flight-to-quality' effect, in which investors abandon risky bonds in favor of safer bonds during periods of market illiquidity. 11 Table 2 characterizes the variables considered in my final sample of bonds for each year.
[Insert 
Regression analysis

Corporate bond spreads and rollover risk
The central question of this study is to explore whether debt market illiquidity affects corporate bond spreads through a rollover risk channel. Thus, the baseline specification is as follows: The results are consistent with the theoretical framework introduced by He and Xiong (2012) ,
suggesting that a higher proportion of short-term debt increases the firm's exposure to debt market illiquidity through a rollover risk channel, which increases the firm's bond spreads. All the coefficients of the interaction term between the proportion of short-term debt and debt market illiquidity are positive and highly statistically significant. Thus, this paper's major finding is robust to the five measures of debt market illiquidity in both the investment-grade and speculative-grade samples.
The results also suggest the presence of a 'flight to quality' effect, whereby bonds that are less risky in terms of their credit rating quality are relatively less affected by episodes of market illiquidity, as investors may 'fly' from risky bonds to safer bonds. Columns 1 to 10 show that the coefficients associated with the interaction between corporate credit rating and debt market illiquidity are negative and highly statistically significant. Additionally, the results show that the spread of investment bonds is less sensitive to market illiquidity than the spread of speculative grade bonds.
In times of market illiquidity, the proportion of the spreads explained by debt market illiquidity through a rollover risk channel is economically important. One way to evaluate the magnitude of the rollover risk's effect on corporate bond spreads is to consider the following. Given a Gamma measure of 330, as was the case at the end of 2008, the coefficients presented in column 1 in Table 3 predict that the spreads of investment grade bonds issued by firms with short-term to total debt ratios in the 75 th percentile are approximately 85 basis points higher than the spreads of speculative bonds issued by firms with short-term to total debt ratios in the 25 th percentile. Additionally, the coefficients presented in column 6 in Table 3 predict that this magnitude is approximately 230 basis points in the speculative-grade bond sample. For the same period of market illiquidity, the spread of investment-grade and speculative-grade corporate bonds were, on average, approximately 475 basis points and 1,290 basis points, respectively. These magnitudes suggest that a firm's maturity debt structure can explain an important proportion of the divergence of corporate bond spreads during episodes of debt market illiquidity.
Most of the coefficients associated with the control variables have the expected sign, although many of them are not statistically significant. However, it is noteworthy that in unreported regressions, including industry-and country-fixed effects rather than bond-fixed effects, nearly all the coefficients are highly significant in the expected directions, and their magnitudes are consistent with those reported in previous studies (see, e.g., Campbell and Taksler, 2003) . This suggests that it is primarily the variation across bonds and firms that provide the explanatory power of those variables.
Banks versus Nonbanks
In times of market illiquidity, bonds issued by banks exhibit higher spreads than bonds issued by nonbanks, as banks are more exposed to rollover losses as a result of their higher levels of shortterm debt over total debt. However, because banks often have a lender of last resort that may alleviate the cost of rolling over their maturing debt in periods of market illiquidity, I would expect bonds issued by banks to be more resilient to the influence of debt market illiquidity through a rollover risk channel.
To explore whether the impact of debt market illiquidity on corporate bond spreads through a rollover risk channel differs across sectors, columns 1 and 2 of Table 4 divide my sample between banks and nonbanks, respectively. As expected, the results indicate that banks are less affected than nonbanks by the marginal effect of debt market illiquidity through a rollover risk channel. In fact, the coefficient of the interaction term in the bank sample is approximately half that of the nonbank sample. This result is consistent with the assumption that banks have a lender of last resort in periods of market illiquidity.
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[Insert Table 4 about here.] Table 4 also explores other subsamples. Since the sample period contains the Lehman Borthers bankruptcy and its effects on financial markets, it is likely that the results are biased by this episode. as the coefficients of the interaction term between debt market illiquidity and the proportion of short-term debt remain positive and highly significant in both samples.
Subsamples
Finally, Table 4 investigates whether the interpolation of my quarterly firm-level variables into monthly frequency affects the results. To rule this possibility out, column 7 re-estimates my baseline regression using quarterly data. Once again, the results remain qualitatively unchanged.
Endogeneity
Given that bond-fixed effects do not address the endogeneity associated with time-varying bond/firm characteristics, this section explores whether the results are robust to controlling for endogeneity more exhaustively. There are three good reasons to believe that endogeneity may be driving the results. First, the level of short-term debt to total debt may shift simultaneously with other bond-and firm-level characteristics, and it may be these additional variables that drive the results. For instance, a reduction in the firm's share of short-term debt may be part of a firm strategy that also includes a leverage reduction. Therefore, the short-term to total debt ratio may take on a leverage effect rather than a rollover risk effect. Second, debt market illiquidity is likely to occur simultaneously with credit market deterioration. Thus, systemic default risk may be driving the debt market illiquidity effect. Third, because the maturity debt structure of a firm is a managerial decision, the short-term debt to total debt ratio may depend on the firm's credit risk level, as reflected in its spreads. The analysis developed here presents additional evidence suggesting that it is unlikely that endogeneity is driving the main results.
Is the short-term debt to total debt a proxy for other firm or bond characteristics?
Given that my measure of rollover risk is constructed as the interaction between the short-term to total debt ratio and debt market illiquidity, it is possible that these variables are proxies for something else. The first possibility is that the short-term debt to total debt ratio may take on other contemporaneous variables. Table 5 presents the results of more explicit testing for this possibility by including a number of additional interaction terms. The four added terms correspond to the interaction of equity volatility, total debt to total assets, size of the firm, and years to maturity with debt market illiquidity. On the one hand, I expect bonds issued by firms with greater equity volatility and leverage to be more vulnerable to episodes of market illiquidity. On the other hand, I expect bonds issued by larger firms and with a longer time to maturity to be more resilient to episodes of market illiquidity. Table 5 shows that all my previous results remain relatively unchanged, while all the coefficients associated with the new interaction terms (with the exception of the interaction between size and debt market illiquidity in the speculative-grade sample) have the expected sign, although most of them are not statistically significant at standard levels of confidence. These results (i.e., that only credit ratings and the proportion of short-term debt exacerbate the impact of debt market illiquidity)
suggest that in times of market illiquidity, credit ratings adequately account for a powerful set of bond/firm characteristics but do not account for the firm's maturity structure, a conclusion that is consistent with Golapan, Song, and Yerramillin (2010)'s major finding.
[Insert Table 5 about here.]
Is debt market illiquidity a proxy for credit deterioration?
Another possibility is that my debt market illiquidity variable may pick up other contemporaneous variables (e.g., systemic credit risk deterioration). To rule this possibility out, I
augment my baseline regression with the interaction of the short-term debt to total debt ratio with two variables. The first variable is the three-month Libor-OIS spread, which is the difference between the London inter-bank offer rate and the overnight index swap rate. The second variable is the three-month TED spread, which is the difference between the interest rate on inter-bank loans and the 'T-bills' rate. It is generally understood that these spreads contain both liquidity and default premiums. For example, Schwarz (2009) decomposes the Libor-OIS spread on market illiquidity and credit risk, finding that market illiquidity explains more than two-thirds of the widening of the euro Libor-OIS spread.
To account for the close relationship between these two spreads and market illiquidity, I include only the part of these measures that is unrelated to the liquidity premium. To this end, I first regress each measure of my debt market illiquidity variable and then use the residual from that equation in my baseline regression. The resulting residual retains all the financial information except market illiquidity. 
Instrumental variables generalized method of moments (IV-GMM) estimation
As firms may choose their maturity debt structure to balance the smaller borrowing costs and rollover losses usually associated with short-term borrowing and according to their credit risk profiles and other firm characteristics (Diamond, 1991; Barclay and Smith, 1995) , the choice of the firm's debt structure is an endogenous decision. To control for potential reverse causality, I replicate my baseline specifications using a two-step efficient IV-GMM estimator.
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The instrumental variables approach implemented in this paper is based on two observations. First, leverage ratios and maturity debt structures appear to be stationary. Several empirical studies support the existence of a pre-established target in leverage and short-term debt to total debt ratios (Antoniou et. al, 2006; Jalilvand and Harris, 1984; Opler and Titman, 1997; Deesomsak et. al, 2009 ).
In addition, Barclay and Smith (1995) show that it is the variation between firms that provides explanatory power in regressions on the determinants of the firm's debt maturity structure: they obtain adjusted R 2 s of 0.16 and 0.26 in pooled and cross-sectional regressions with a much smaller 13 The efficiency gains of this estimator relative to the traditional IV/2SLS estimator is derived from the use of the optimal weighting matrix, the over-identification restrictions of the model, and the relaxation of the identical and independently distributed assumptions. R 2 of 0.02 in fixed effects regressions when the explanatory power of the fixed effects is excluded.
14 Second, the recent financial crisis was largely unexpected. Therefore, it is unlikely that the short-term debt to total debt ratios before the crisis reflected risks associated with the financial crisis. This should be particularly true in the sample of countries covered in this study, which excludes the U.S.
and England.
In light of these observations, I estimate my baseline specifications using a two-step efficient IV- Table 7 reports the results for the second-stage of the two-step efficient IV-GMM estimator for the regressions reported in columns 1 and 6 in Table 3 . The results remain largely unchanged from my previous results. The table also presents the F-test and R-squared of the excluded instruments and the p-values for the Hansen's J test of over-identifying restrictions (Baum, Schaffer, and Stillman, 2003) . The F-test and R-squared of the excluded instruments indicates that the instruments and endogenous variables are correlated, even after netting out the effects of all other exogenous variables. Furthermore, the J test cannot reject the null hypothesis that all the instruments are valid.
Overall, the entire set of robustness checks presented in this paper suggests that it is unlikely that the main results in this paper are driven by endogeneity bias.
[Insert Table 7 about here.]
Conclusions
This paper demonstrates that the impact of debt market illiquidity on corporate bond spreads is exacerbated with a higher proportion of short-term debt through a rollover risk channel. This effect is present in both investment-grade and speculative-grade bonds, is stronger in speculative-grade bonds and is smaller in the banking sector. In addition, the rollover risk channel is able to explain an 
Appendix A Description Debt Market Illiquidity Measures
The Gamma measure The Gamma measure is the negative of the autocovariance of price changes. The construction of this measure is based on the fact that illiquidity arises from market frictions and that its impact on the markets is transitory. Given that transitory price movements produce negative serially correlated price changes, the Gamma measure creates a meaningful measure of debt market illiquidity that captures the impact of illiquidity on prices. This paper uses the aggregated Gamma measure that is obtained by aggregating the Gamma measure across individual bonds. This measure is adopted from Bao, Pan, and Wang (2011) , who construct it using information of the U.S. secondary corporate bond markets from the TRACE dataset.
The Noise measure
The Noise measure is the aggregation of the price deviations across all bonds. These deviations are constructed by calculating the root mean squared distance between the market yields and the yields from a smooth zero-coupon yield curve. The main concept behind this measure is that the lack of arbitrage capital reduces the power of arbitrage, and assets can be traded at prices deviating from their fundamental values. Therefore, this 'noise' in prices contains important information about the amount of liquidity in the aggregate market. This measure is adopted from Hu, Pan, and Wang (2011) , who analyze 'noise' in the prices of U.S. Treasury bonds.
The On/off-the-run U.S. Treasury spread
The On/off-the-run U.S. Treasury spread is the spread between the yield of on-the-run and offthe-run U.S. Treasury bonds. Although the issuer of both types of bonds is the same, in general, onthe-run bonds trade at a higher price than similar off-the-run bonds due to the greater liquidity and specialness of the on-the-run bonds in the repo markets. This specialness refers to the fact that holders of on-the-run Treasury bonds are frequently able to pledge them as collateral and borrow in the repo market at considerably lower interest rates than those of similar loans collateralized by offthe-run Treasury bonds (Sundaresan and Wang, 2009 ). I compute the On/off-the-run U.S. Treasury spread using 10-year bonds, given that the spread tends to be very small and noisy at smaller maturities. The data sources used in the construction of this spread are Gürkaynak et al. (2007) and the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.
The Supranational AAA spread
The Supranational AAA spread is the yield spread between supranational AAA bonds and U.S.
Treasury bonds. Because U.S. Treasury and supranational bonds are traditionally considered 'safe havens' due to their negligible default risks and U.S. Treasury bonds are, in general, the most liquid bonds, any difference between supranational AAA bonds and U.S. Treasury bonds should be driven mainly by the liquidity premium. I compute the Supranational AAA spread using bond yield indexes from BofA Merrill Lynch. The yield indexes considered include U.S. dollar denominated bonds with a time to maturity of between 1 and 3 years.
The KfW spread
The KfW spread is the spread between KfW bonds and German governmental bonds. As KfW bonds are bonds supported by the explicit guarantee of the German federal government, the KfW spread represents the liquidity premium that investors are willing to pay for the greater liquidity of the federal government bonds in comparison to KfW bonds. The KfW spread is denominated in euros and is computed using two-year bonds. This spread is adopted from Schwarz (2010) .
Appendix B Correlation between Alternative Debt Market Illiquidity Measures
This table presents the correlation matrix of five debt market illiquidity measures: the Gamma measure, the Noise measure, the On-/off-the-run Treasury spread, the Supranational AAA spread, and the KfW spread.
Gamma measure Noise measure On/off-the-run Treasury spread Supranational AAA spread KfW spread (2011) On/Off-the-run treasury spread Difference between the yield to maturity of 10 years of off-therun and on-the-run treasury bonds Table 7  IV-GMM Estimation   This table presents estimates from a panel regression of corporate option-adjusted spreads against the variables listed below. All regressions control for industry-and time-fixed effects. The panel data consist of 667 corporate bonds covering the period from January 2004 to June 2009. Each equation is estimated by IV-GMM. Short-term debt to total debt and rollover losses are instrumented with the firm-fixed effects from a regression of short-term debt to total debt on firm dummies and with the three-and six-month lags of the interaction between debt market illiquidity and the same firm-fixed effects. These firm-fixed effects are estimated from the period between January 2004 and December 2006. All independent variables are lagged three months. Robust standard errors are clustered at the bond level and shown in parentheses below each coefficient estimate. P-values for the Hansen's J test of over-identifying restrictions are reported. ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively.
Investment Grade Bonds
Speculative Grade Bonds (1) 
